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Shortly after its launch, CAUSA holds a workshop for students in Bolivia 

 

True Father launched CAUSA International in 1980, when he asked Dr. Bo Hi Pak to visit political 

leaders of countries in South America and offer a unique form of assistance both in the defense against 

communism and in bringing about a renaissance of morality and virtue. At the same time, True Father 

selected a group of graduates of the Unification Theological Seminary - including Thomas Ward, William 

Selig, Beatriz Gonzalez, Juan Sanchis, Jean Jonet and Paul Perry - to study intensively with Dr. Sang Hun 

Lee in preparation for offering programs patterned after Dr. Lee's Victory over Communism 

presentations. The threat of further communist inroads into the Americas, following the fall of Nicaragua 

to the Sandinistas in 1979, was a driving force behind the development of CAUSA. True Father took this 

situation seriously enough to cancel his 60th birthday celebration - normally an important occasion in 

Oriental tradition - in favor of CAUSA preparation. 

 

The first country to request onsite CAUSA training was Bolivia. On December 15, 1980, U.S.-based 

CAUSA lecturers traveled to a tiny hamlet in the mountains of Bolivia to lecture to 45 students who 

previously had been indoctrinated in Marxist theory. Prior to their departure, True Father guided the 

lecturers, telling them: 

 

The CAUSA movement is an ideological movement, not an academic one. If you don't bring about a 

revolution in people's heart and character, you will have failed. To bring the revolution, you have to move 

their hearts. Don't just lecture but revive people's souls. Prepare for a two-hour talk by praying for six 

hours. What I'm saying is, use spiritual power to bring about a reformation in the people. You should take 

leftist sympathizers and make brave VOC fighters out of them. 

 

The overwhelming success of the 10-day program led to seminars in Paraguay, Uruguay, Chile, Argentina 

and Brazil. The CAUSA providence greatly expanded in the years ahead to the remainder of South 

America, Central America and the United States. 

 

 

 

http://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Perry/Perry-810300.htm

